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The Well Tempered Dialect
Your Guide To Mastering
Renaissance English
by Daniel Penz
NOW AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC

Are you enthralled by Renaissance English but have difficulty speaking it? The Well
Tempered Dialect (TWTD) is a one of a kind training tool designed specifically to help you
master the sound of the language. TWTD is indispensable for theater students, veterans
striving to perfect their craft, instructors in the classroom, casual weekend performers, or
novices just starting out. There is no other program like TWTD.
Available from both iTunes and Amazon.com.
Lessons include: Three Easy Steps to a British Dialect, Vowel & Consonant Sounds, Proper Titles and
Modes of Address, and Vocal Warm-ups and Vocal Maintenance. Previous versions of this material
have been used as a training tool by the Scarborough Faire Academy of Performing Arts for
nearly two decades. TWTD has been updated and is now available to the public.
As reviewed in "Renaissance Magazine"
"Sharpen thy renaissance speech with this easy to use audio... The Well Tempered Dialect is
a valuable resource to educate and entertain both the novice performer and the seasoned
veteran."
Testimonials include:
"I cannot say enough good things about it ! I lived with it in my car for months, practicing
ren-dialect everywhere I drove. This recording is pure gold...."
“The humor and clarity was especially helpful.”
“…impressed with the clarity, detail, and humor used to keep it interesting and upbeat.”
“NOW I REALLY GET IT!!!”
“Simple put, it is very helpful.”
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“…has become the office hit simply as entertainment.”
“Great job to all involved!”
“...is there going to be a part two?”
*******
Daniel Penz is the author of The Well Tempered Dialect. Daniel is a two time Emmy Award
winning Editor, Narrator and Producer, with two Edward R. Murrow awards, two Telly
awards, and three awards from the Associated Press (2 first place, one second) to his credit.
Additional awards include three from the Dallas Bar Association (Phillbin Awd.) including
one Grand Prize, one from the Texas State Bar (Silver Gavel Awd.) and multiple
Videographer and Communicator awards.
Daniel is a PrEditor for the Broadcast and Corporate Communications department of
JCPenney, and was an Editor for the Special Projects and Investigations unit of KTVT /
CBS – 11 in Dallas, TX. He has been an Instructor, Director of Dialect, and a Performer at
Scarborough Faire: The Renaissance Festival for fifteen years. Daniel was also a Show
Manager and Master of Ceremonies for Medieval Times, with nearly a thousand
performances under his belt. ,
An experienced performer and vocal talent, Daniel has provided voices for a wide range of
clients, including: ACX/Audible.com, Nutrasystems, Ross Perot, Samsung, WalMart, the
American Heart Association, FUNimation (roles include major characters in Baki the
Grappler, Basilisk, Black Blood Brothers, Black Cat, Case Closed, Dragonbal Z:Kai, Full
Metal Alchemist, One Piece and Samurai 7 to mention a few). He was the voice of the
character "Hunter Helquist" in the hit game Borderlands 2 and was the original voice for the
character of Max Payne.
He holds a Bachelors Degree in Theater from the University of North Texas, and a
Marketing Certificate from the Cox School of Business at Southern Methodist University.
For more information about The Well Tempered Dialect, any upcoming product releases, to
schedule interviews with Daniel or to engage Penz Productions with your project, please
contact: danielpenz@gmail.com
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